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Modelling Strategies for Simulating Delamination
and Matrix Cracking in Composite Laminates

Frederic Lachaud & Christine Espinosa &
Laurent Michel & Pierre Rahme & Robert Piquet

Abstract The composite materials are nowadays widely used in aeronautical domain. 
These materials are subjected to different types of loading that can damage a part of the 
structure. This diminishes the resistance of the structure to failure. In this paper, matrix 
cracking and delamination propagation in composite laminates are simulated as a part of 
damage. Two different computational strategies are developed: (i) a cohesive model 
(CM) based on the classical continuum mechanics and (ii) a continuous damage material 
model (CDM) coupling failure modes and damage. Another mixed methodology (MM) is 
proposed using the contin uous damage model for delamination initiation and the cohesive 
model for 3D crack propa gation and mesh openings. A good agreement was obtained 
when compared simple charac terization tests and corresponding simulations.

Keywords Composite materials . Delamination . Finite element analysis . Crack propagation . 
Matrix cracking . Mixed mode

1 Introduction

The composite materials are becoming very important in the aeronautical construction. 
The new generations of aircrafts structures are predominantly using composite materials. 
Devel oping a predictive numerical composite damage model for a local and global 
behaviour of the structure is nowadays a growing interest for the industries. Accepted 
methodologies, using links between local stress distributions and global behaviour of 
aircrafts components, are not applied for composite structures and even more for large 
structures. The computational mechanics and the virtual testing are thought about as a 
solution to establish widely and cost
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effectively robust rules of design [1 3]. Currently, models involve damage mechanics for
complex structures [4, 5].

Failure of composite structures due to external loading is a complicated process. This
process includes intra and inter laminar damage and leads to stiffness loss [6]. The typical
damage modes that lead to failure of composite laminates are matrix cracking, delamination
and fibre breakage. To predict these mechanisms in composite structures, several authors
develop a number of failure criteria. These criteria are based on either stress or strain analysis.
In general, damage initiation occurs when first matrix cracking appears in composite materials
and damage propagation such as delamination and fibre breakage leads to more serious
damage. Puck et al. [7] proposed a composite material failure criterion to predict damage
initiation and propagation for different damage modes. Pollayi et al. [8] modelled the first
damage mode in composite helicopter rotor or wind turbine blades. They detect the matrix
cracking using two failure criterion: matrix failure in compression and matrix failure in
tension. Rebiere et al. [9] presented an energetic criterion to model initiation and propagation
of matrix cracking and delamination in composite cross ply laminates. Moreover, Pavia et al.
[10] used an energy analysis to predict the matrix cracking stress as a function of relevant
material parameters. Van der Meer et al. [11] presented a finite element model using the
phantom node method for matrix cracking and interface elements for delamination. Another
model to predict the propagation of transverse cracks in polymer matrix composite laminates is
proposed by Maimi et al. [12].

On the other hand, cohesive elements have increasingly used to simulate both delamination
and matrix cracking. Shi et al. [13] developed a numerical model using interface cohesive
elements to simulate matrix cracking. They assumed equally spaced cracks based on exper
imental measurements and observations. Alvarez et al. [14] used two dimensional linear and
quadratic cohesive elements to model crack initiation and propagation. Another delamination
model using shell elements and a cohesive zone model is proposed by Borg et al. [15] in order
to simulate DCB, ENF and MMB experiments. However, impact damage in composite
materials is considered to be the most common and important damage form in aircraft
structures. Impact on composite structures has been widely studied in the world [16, 17].
Several excellent books and texts have been already published devoted to fundamentals
mechanics [18], to impact on composite structures [16, 17], to numerical related methods
and models [19 21], to airworthiness and aircraft certification [22], or even to Virtual Testing
[23]. Damage tolerance investigations for aeronautical applications have essentially been
related to long term behaviour of airplane structures, then to fatigue life and fatigue crack
propagation. Moreover, they have been connected to the strain energy released by damages
(defined as cracks) under cyclic loading [24]. Damage can be considered in itself as cracks
initiated and propagated by the impact, as material discontinuities [25]. Damage tolerance is
related to failures modes. To predict the strength evolution during damage accumulation, it is
necessary to determine the contribution of each failure mode and often to use micromechanical
models to analyze the stress distribution [26].

In this paper, two different computational strategies are developed in order to simulate
matrix cracking and delamination propagation. A first cohesive model (CM) based on the
classical continuum mechanics is proposed. This model is developed in order to simulate the
delamination propagation using a number of failure criteria. Iso parametric triangular or
quadrangular cohesive elements are used in this model. Another continuous damage material
model (CDM) is presented in this paper. This model is used for both matrix cracks initiation
and delamination propagation by coupling failure modes and damage. Finally, a mixed
methodology (MM) is proposed using the CDM for delamination initiation and the CM for
3D crack propagation and mesh openings.



2 Delamination Analysis

Delamination is considered as the major damage of a composite structure. Delamination splits
the safe structure and makes it no more continuous thus dropping down the shear, bending and
torque rigidities. For pre tests simulations and vulnerability analysis, delamination is not event
taken into account. Numerical modelling of delamination is done for post test simulations
when it is needed to reproduce finely the local stresses and explain what happened during the
experimentations. The preferred modelling strategy for delamination over the world, for
scientists as well as for engineers, is the cohesive method. This strategy is coherent in a
mechanical (or physical) point of view both with the intrinsic nature of this damage as a crack/
discontinuity/opening/loss of cohesion, and representative of its characteristic dimension. In a
numerical point of view, it is also very simple either to use in the frame of the traditional
continuum mechanics or with the Finite Elements Method. It is indeed easy to cut FE nodal
links between adjacent elements used to model the adjacent plies. Then cohesive elements can
easily be introduced in the knowledge and know how of numerical modelling.

Thousands of papers are available in the literature concerning cohesive methods or cohesive
elements. The cohesive model (CM), that was developed here, is presented for two materials.
Explanations given here concern the developed model only. However, what is presented has
indeed a lot in common with other models. The key point here and the presented work are
about how a numerical model avoiding fitting numerical parameters is derived and what could
be done to obtain a desired mechanical behaviour.

2.1 Cohesive Model Approach (CM)

The equivalent crack concept was used to build cohesive models from damage models under
certain assumptions concerning the form of the cohesive law. In order to do that, one would
use the property that the area under the cohesive law is equal to the dissipated energy per unit
area when the faces of the cracks are completely disconnected. The discontinuity can be
introduced into the damaged material when some criteria are verified. It is generally admitted
that the cohesive model represents, for composite laminates, the behaviour law of a thin layer.
This layer would glued together adjacent plies through the thickness. The idea is to make this
layer entirely responsible of the plies cohesion, and therefore of the structure cohesion. It is
also accepted that some interfaces present a negligible risk of cohesion compared to others, for
instance two adjacent 0° plies. This allows inserting cohesive layers only between a priori
chosen interfaces to reduce the computation cost. The cohesive layer is often considered to
have a linear behaviour up to a maximum admissible stress level. This stress corresponds to a
maximum relative displacement of the adjacent plies, and is to be considered as a bonding
threshold. When the layer has reached this maximum stress level, it is considered to be losing
progressively its potential resistance. This is called “energy release”. Delamination is consid
ered as crack propagation. The decreasing shape of the stress displacement curve describes the
smoothness or the brittleness of the rupture between the adjacent plies. Depending of the crack
propagation mode, the plies interface bond is loaded. Different energy release rates must be
experimentally determined. They are used to derive the global stress displacement curve of the
cohesive model.

The cohesive behaviour is developed in order to model damage under impact loading. It is
inspired from Pinho’s model [27]. Damage is initiated through a quadratic criterion, and
propagation follows a critical energy release rate criterion in mixed mode I, II and III. This
model has been validated through comparisons of dynamic numerical modelling with exper
imental tests measurements.







The complete definition of the cohesive model is given by initiation and failure
(propagation) displacements. Initiation is estimated with a quadratic stresses criterion given
in Eq. (7). This criterion has been modified in order to couple normal and shear stresses (α
scalar in Eq. 7). Moreover, this criterion takes into account the increase of shear strength when
a compressive normal stress is applied. The initiation criterion (2D case) can be written as
followed:
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And
σ33h iþ ¼ σ33 if σ33≥0 else σ33 ¼ 0
σ33h i ¼ σ33 if σ33 < 0 else σ33 ¼ 0

�
The coefficient φ is taken in order to increase the failure shear stress when normal

compressive stress occurs and also to represent friction before the opening mode. A value
of 10° is taken for φ in this study. Experimental tests are underway to further identify
this parameter. The behaviour of cohesive element is assumed to be orthotropic. Two
stiffness’s are introduced K33, K13, in tensile and compressive behaviour, respectively.
Finally, the displacement is obtained, when initiation of delamination in mixed mode I/II
occurs, as:
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Fig. 3 Different shapes of cohesive behaviour law





The choice of the model parameters, in particular of the interface stiffness’s and failure of
the opening and shear behaviour, has to be defined by getting consistent physical character
istics and meeting also some specific conditions (mode ratio). To summarize, the model
parameters are:

& Stresses at initiation,
& Stiffness,
& Critical energy release rate in mode I and II,
& Shape of propagation criterion (η value),
& Length of cohesive element.

In order to obtain models less sensitive to the mesh refinement, a time delay effect (viscous
behaviour) is introduced [36, 37]. Then, the damage is modified as:

ḋ ¼ 1

τ
1 exp a ds dh iþ	 
 ð11Þ

Where a and τ are the damage delay parameters, ds the damage computed in Eq. (4), and d
the new damage variable. All these parameters are explained and discussed in the following
paragraphs for mode I (DCB tests), mode II (ENF tests) and mode I+II (MMB tests).

2.1.2 Mode I: DCB Sample Behaviour

A specific code was developed for managing finite elements type (cohesive, quadrangular
laminate finite elements), constitutive laws (bilinear, sine with or without plasticity), mesh
refinement, implicit/explicit algorithm and boundary conditions. An example of 2D Finite
elements model of DCB sample realized using the MatLab software is shown in Fig. 4. The
load displacement behaviour of DCB specimen is presented on Fig. 5 for several initiation
stresses with different values of τc (parameters for delay effect parameter). The parameter (a) is
fixed at 1. The theoretical orthotropic beam analytical solution of load displacement DCB
behaviour has been added to the figure as a reference.

A small value of initiation stress (5 MPa) fails to get the analytical peak load where the
propagation starts. It allows the convergence of the model by passing the maximum load and
creating the delamination propagation. A high stress initiation value (35 MPa) without delay
effect fails to simulate the propagation of delamination; the Newton’s algorithm diverges. The
time delay effect allows solving the convergence problems. However, if the parameter value is
high, it over estimates the stress initiation and doesn’t respect the energy of propagation. It has
been chosen to use a real (physical) value for stress initiation, equal to the transverse failure
stress (σ22), such that (σ22) is equal to (σ33) for unidirectional composite laminates.

Figure 6 shows, for the same numerical case, the influence of the stiffness and the length of
interface. Concerning the stiffness K33, a low value underestimates the initial stiffness of DCB
sample but its influence remains low. On the contrary, the length of cohesive elements largely
influences the initiation of delamination propagation for quasi static analysis (Fig. 6a). The
mesh convergence is obtained for a length smaller than approximately 0.15 mm for this finite
element model.

For rapid dynamic analysis (Fig. 6b), an important length of cohesive element generates
oscillations of the load displacement curve when the propagation occurs [27]. This is due to



the load jump when a cohesive element is completely damaged. These vibrations are also
minimized by time delay effect application [35]. The length of cohesive elements conditions
the number of damaged elements at the same time during the propagation part of the law
behaviour curve (Fig. 3). An important length will cause to stiffen the global load
displacement behaviour. For a sufficiently small length of cohesive elements, the length of
crack represented by a number of damaged elements remains constant. Figure 7 shows an
example of stresses (in MPa) and damage development for the first twenty cohesive elements
(the first one is situated at the crack tip) versus time and for an explicit computation. During the
initiation phase, the normal cohesive stress in safe elements has negative values and increases.
The phase of initiation is also characterized by an increase of the damaged elements number,
being stabilized in propagation phase, where it reaches a value of 14 elements for this
computation. This corresponds to a crack length of 2.8 mm, a constant length during all the
propagation phase (0.2 mm cohesive element length).

2.1.3 Mode II: ENF Tests

Mode II tests realized on ENF specimen have an unstable behaviour if the initial crack length
is smaller than the half of the distance separating the supports. This is characterized by a sharp
decline of the load during delamination propagation (Fig. 8). This phenomenon named “snap
through” is characterized by a specific global behaviour. During propagation, for the same
displacement, there are two load solutions. Figure 8 gives an example of behaviour in mode II
for ENF test. The finite element model is the same as the DCB model; only boundary
conditions changed. The behaviour model of the cohesive element is compared with the
model developed by Allix et al. [38] and with the analytical solution [34], for 2D and 3D
finite element computation. The global behaviour of the delamination propagation in mode II
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is well transcribed by both models for 2D and 3D analysis. Allix’s model slightly underesti
mates the value of peak load. Only “Riks” algorithm is able to reproduce the theoretical
solution (“snap through” effect).

2.1.4 Mixed Mode I+II: MMB Tests

The developed cohesive behaviour law is aimed to be dependent of the mode. In order to
respect the ratio between mode I and mode II, the data input must respect a certain condition.
This condition imposes that the variation of the relationship, between the dissipated energy and
the total energy, must be positive [32].
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For the developed model, this condition can be written as follow:

∂
∂ α2β2
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Initiation Propagation

a

b

Damage of the first twenty cohesive elements versus time

 Normal stresses of the first twenty cohesive elements versus time

Fig. 7 Damage and normal stresses development versus time for an explicit computation DCB tests, T800/M21e
material σr 50 MPa, GIc 0.765 N/mm, computation with DYNA FE Code



For example, for η=1:

K13 ¼ GIC

GIIC

� �
:

σ2
13

σ2
33

� �
:K33 ð13Þ

Note that Eq. (13) is valid for some forms of initiation and propagation criteria. It
remains valid for Benzzeggah Kenane criterion [39], and for the formulation described
in this document. In the case of complex criteria, it is necessary to reformulate the
criterion equation. The set data of the cohesive law is summarized in Table 1. Figure 9
shows the cohesive behaviour law for mixed mode observing the condition of modes
interaction.

Allix’s model [23] being formulated initially by taking into account Eq. (13), it is dependent
of the mode opening. This model is also based on a criterion form which naturally respects the
mode ratio. Figure 10 shows a comparison of the load displacement behaviour for a MMB test
with 50 % of GI, between Cachan model [23] and the modified proposed model. The solution
obtained by the analytical beam approach is also given. The model data is indicated in Table 1.
The respect of the condition between stiffness’s and stresses serves to obtain a solution very
close to the theoretical one. The model gives the same load displacement curve as Allix’s
model.

These developments will be implemented, in a subsequent work, in commercial software
packages (SAMCEF, LS DYNA, ABAQUS software’s) for quasi static and fast dynamics
computation. Other formulations of the cohesive behaviour law were also developed, in
particular a formulation with plasticity and strain rate effects.
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Table 1 Data for cohesive element behaviour

K33 K13 calculated GIC GIIC σ33
0 σ13

0 η φ

85,000 N/mm3 75,000 0.35 N/mm 1.2 N/mm 50 MPa 80 MPa 1.2 10°







3 Continuous Damage Model (CDM)

In this section, a ply damage model based on a failure criteria damage model is
presented. The basic material model is the nonlinear elastic anisotropic homogenized
continuum damage mechanics one developed by Matzenmiller et al. [41]. The original
model emphasizes that the global anisotropy of the laminate does not change after
damage, and that the ply remains elastic after damage. Thus, damage is modelled through
its effect on the elastic rigidity loss in further loading or unloading until the damage
reaches a value of 1 corresponding to failure.

3.1 Ply Damage Model

The model distinguishes 6 damage variables {di}, i=1,…,6 affecting the stiffness of the ply,
and 5 failure modes {fj}, j=1,…,5. The stress strain relationship can be written as:
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Each failure criterion, given by Eqs. (15) to (19), is related to a specific failure mode and
compares the state of stresses to the maximum allowable limit stresses.

& Tension/shear criterion
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f 1 σ; r1ð Þ ¼ σ11h i
XT

� �2
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" #
r21 ¼ 0 ð15Þ

& Compression criterion

f 2 σ; r2ð Þ ¼ 2σ11 þ σ22 σ33h ih i
2XC

� �2
r22 ¼ 0 ð16Þ

& Crush criterion

f 3 σ; r3ð Þ ¼ σ11 σ22 σ33h i
3ZC

� �2
r23 ¼ 0 ð17Þ

& Transverse cracking matrix criterion

f 4 σ; r4ð Þ σ22h i
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S12 þ σ22h itanφ
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Table 3 Data for T300/914, T700GC/M21e and T800S/M21e (UD laminate) cohesive model behaviour

UD laminate K33

(N/mm3)
K13

(N/mm3)
σ33
(MPa)

σ13
(MPa)

GIc

(J/m2)
GIIc

(J/m2)
η

T300/914 100,000 f(K33) 35 60 125 400 1.0

T700GC/M21e 100,000 f(K33) 50 90 545 1,387 1.2

T800S/M21e 100,000 f(K33) 60 60 765 1,250 1.0
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& Delamination criterion

f 5 σ; r5ð Þ ¼ σ33h i
ZT

� �2
þ σ13

S13 þ σ33h itanφ
� �2

þ σ23

S23 þ σ33h itanφ
� �2

r25 ¼ 0 ð19Þ

Where:

XT and XC are respectively the tensile/compressive failure stresses in fibres direction
YT and YC are respectively the tensile/compressive damage threshold stresses in

direction 2
ZT and ZC are respectively the tensile/compressive damage threshold stresses in

direction 3
S12, S23 and S13 are the shear damage threshold stresses
ri∈[1,∞] is called the limit load ratio.

And
σiih iþ ¼ σii if σii≥0 else σii ¼ 0
σiih i ¼ σii if σii < 0 else σii ¼ 0

�
The effects of the strain rate (on failure/threshold stresses development) are achieved by the

function:

σij ¼ σStat
ij 1 Ciln

ε̇
ε̇ ref

� �
ð20Þ

Where Ciand ε̇ ref are the material parameters. Ci and ε̇ ref are determined experimentally
[33 35] using Hopkinson bar tests on [±α]3S laminates (with α=0, 15, 30, 45, 60 , 75, 90).

At the undamaged state, the limit load ratio rj of each failure criterion is set to 1. The limit
load ratios are increased to take into account the current state of damage using the first
thermodynamics principle. Indeed, each scalar function criterion fj is considered to describe
the admissible stresses envelop of the corresponding failure mode. All failure modes are
supposed to be independent of each other. When the current computed stress state goes beyond
the admissible stress envelop of a failure mode, the corresponding rj is increased so that to
scale back the stress to an admissible value (radial return onto the scalar function). An
evolution function uses this updated value of rj to compute the contribution of the correspond
ing failure mode to the different damage variables. Since the behaviour is supposed elastic,
scaling down the stress on the admissible envelop and scaling up the damage induced by the
evolution of rj must be coherent. It is easy then, using this condition, to derive several solutions
for the evolution function (very similar to a generic form). In this study, the following
expression, which is coherent with the assumptions of preserved elasticity and anisotropy
after damage, is chosen to be used:

ϕ j σ; d; ε̇ð Þ ¼ 1 e
1
m 1 rmj

� �
; r j≥1 ð21Þ

This same form is chosen for all the failure modes evolution functions. Different parameters
m is necessary. In these functions, parameters m can take into account the strain rate effects if
desired (strain softening). The evolution of each damage variable di is considered to be due to
some combinations of the ϕj contribution, as:

ḋ i σ; d; ε̇ð Þ ¼
X
j 1

5

qij:ϕ j m; r j
	 
 ð22Þ







10 mm2 are taken for the compressive tests. The thickness of the specimen depends on the ply
numbers. The ply thickness is about 0.25 mm. Two strain gages are stitched on each sample.

These tests are realized in order to determine the failure stresses and stiffnesses. Figure 14
shows an example of tensile/compressive behaviour of the T700GC/M21e. The stresses
corresponding to failure are then obtained. Note that fibres tensile/compressive behaviour is
not linear. For instance, the model didn’t take into account this non linear behaviour and a
linear behaviour is assumed. Cyclic static tests are performed to determine the parameters
characterizing the damage evolution (m parameter). Two types of laminates are used: [45°]16
and [±45°]2S. Compressive tests ([45°]32) are realized in order to find an estimation of the

4=1.75T700GC/M21e, identified m

T800S/M21e, identified m4=10

a

b

Fig. 17 Tests-Numerical comparison example behaviour of [±45°]2S laminate for two type of composite
laminates (explicit computation without strain rate effect)



friction effect. Figure 15 shows an example of a quasi static cyclic tensile behaviour of a
[±45°]2S laminate.

For each cycle, the damage parameter d (d4 in this case) and the criterion value (r4
in this case) are determined. Figure 16 shows a specific curve of damage identifica
tion for T700GC/M21e and G803/914 [±45°]2S laminates, obtained for cyclic static
tests.

For a cyclic tensile test on a [45°]16 laminate, we can separate the shear behaviour (σ12=
f(γ12)) can be separated from transverse behaviour (σ22=f(ε22)). The coupled criterion (trans
verse cracking criteria of Eq. 18) is plotted versus damages variables d2 and d4. The parameters
m2 and m4 can then be identified. Figure 17 illustrates the consistent identification obtained
with this model for the in plane quasi static behaviour of two types of unidirectional composite
materials.

3.2.2 Dynamic Damage and Failure

Dynamic compression tests have been conducted using a Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar test
system at ISAE laboratory (Fig. 18), for strain rate effects identification, on various stacking
sequences [33]. The experimental strain rates obtained vary from 200 (1/s) to 2000 (1/s).

The purpose of these tests is to characterize the behaviour of the T800S/M21e Unidirec
tional laminate for different fibres orientations compared to the axis of compression. Bars are
made of stainless steel. The length of these bars is 2 m and the diameter is 20 mm. Square
20mmx20mm samples of [±θ]3S were tested at angles of 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° at different
strain rates in order to identify in one hand the effect of rates on the global behaviour, and on
another hand, the contribution of the pure coupled loadings between inner ply fibres and
matrix, and between plies interfaces. The dynamic behaviour of [±45°]3S is a 4 parts stress
strain curve (Fig. 19): the first part is linear (up to 1.2 % strain), the second is a curved part
passing through a maximum stress (at about 2 % strain), the third part is a linear decreasing
part with a strain rate dependent slope (from 3 % strain) and the fourth part is the failure at a
strain increasing with the strain rate increasing (always ≤ 10 %).

The other angles do not exhibit the third part of the curves (Figs. 20 and 21). The apparent
rigidities are all about 20GPa (±2 GPa depending on the strain rate). As for quasi static testing,
using destructive analysis and previous studies observations [33], it is suggested that the
second part is the coupling of inner and inter ply irreversible behaviour (onset of damage) and
the third part is related to interfaces and parallel matrix cracking only present at [±45°]

Fig. 18 Hopkinson’s bars setup



interfaces. It is suggested that the fourth part of the curves is related to damage saturation in the
ply of T800S/M21e samples. Since the deformation yield is always the same, whatever the
strain rate, it is supposed that the saturation damage is also the same. The growth of damage
and the consequent maximum stress level in the second part of the curves are the strain rate
dependent above a reference level.

For T800S/M21e composite laminate, the sensitivity of the strain rate is important for shear
loading (Fig. 21a). On the contrary, the strain rate effect, for the fibres and the transverse
direction, is fair less significant (Fig. 20). It is then possible to plot the strain rates effect curves.
An example of the strain rate effect is given for the shear loading of T800S/M21e laminate on
Fig. 22b.

3.2.3 Rate Effects in Compression: Input Data Identification

An example of experimental numerical comparison, achieved with LS DYNA software, is
given in Fig. 23. Even though this model or some similar model already exist in commercial
engineering software such as LS DYNA or ABAQUS, this model was implemented as a user
defined material model in several commercial codes available for this study so that we are able
to fit as desired the criteria, coupling matrix, and related material data.

Note that the model is also usable for woven composites but the failure/damage criteria are
different. Table 4 resumes model data for T800S/M21e laminate. All out plane values (E33,
G13, σ13 threshold, σ13 at failure…) are determined by applying the assumption of ply
transverse isotropy (E33=E22, G13=G12…).

16 laminate

ba

[0°] [90] 16 laminate

Fig. 20 Stress-Strain behaviour of [0]16 and [90]16 laminates versus strain rate, T800S/M21e

Fig. 19 Dynamic compression of
T800S/M21e [±45°]3S



4 Discussion and Future Work

In this paper, a cohesive model (CM) based on the classical continuummechanics is developed
in order to simulate the delamination propagation using a number of failure criteria. This
model is validated experimentally using DCB, ENF and MMB tests. Another model is
developed to simulate both matrix cracks initiation and delamination propagation. This
continuous damage material model (CDM) is coupling failure modes and damage. The input
material data is identified by comparing simple characterization tests with the corresponding
computer simulations. The details of experimental tests and numerical simulations are carried
out to represent the CDM developed for Unidirectional plies behaviour.

In future works, a mixed methodology (MM) using the CDM for delamination initiation
and the CM for 3D crack propagation will be tested. In this methodology, the ply transverse
cracking development strongly influences the initiation and the propagation of delamination.
The behaviour law of the plies is planned to initiate the damage cohesive interface elements as
follows (Fig. 24):

& The matrix cracking criterion of the continuum damage model (criterion n°4, Eq. 18) for
the brick elements is used as the damage initiation criterion of cohesive elements in the
thickness of the plies;

Fig. 22 a Static-dynamic comparison of failure stress versus laminate b Shear yield stress versus strain rate,
T800S/M21e laminate

75]3S laminate[± [±60]3S laminate

a b

Fig. 21 Stress-Strain behaviour of [±75]16 and [±60]16 laminates versus strain rate, T800S/M21e



& The delamination criterion of the continuum damage model (criterion n°5, Eq. 19) for the
brick elements is used as a delamination initiation criterion of the cohesive elements
located between the layers.

For each criterion, the average of the values of the brick elements located on both sides of
cohesive considered elements is used (Fig. 24). This allows obtaining a non local approach.
The cohesive behaviour law concerning delamination is the one previously described. The
cohesive behaviour law concerning transverse cracking is a bi linear model conveniently fitted
for the values of failure energies: Accumulated energies are restored in order to determine the
failure strains.

This coupled model is implemented in the explicit and implicit version (Europlexus,
Mecano) of the finite element commercial software SAMCEF. Several authors modelled the
macro cracks using specific spring elements [42, 43]. Bouvet’s approach [43] inspired from
Collombet et al. [44], uses spring elements to model matrix intra ply macro cracks and
delaminations. These numerical approaches seem difficult to handle the spring’s failure from
impact experimentations. The proposed numerical finite element approach is close to the
Lubineau approaches [42]. However, in this model, there is a virtual connection between the
brick finite elements and the cohesive finite elements through the energy release rate criteria.
This model is a mixture of the continuous (initiation) and the cohesive (propagation) models.
The advantages and common disadvantages of both models are cumulated: damage coupling
and matter opening, lack of explicit stress concentration due to surface openings. A huge
computation CPU time can be circumventing using multiple cores machines. A generalization
of this method is to model the material as a group of integration points connected together with
cohesive local (DEM) or non local (SPH) forces and moments. Integration points can also be
considered as representative elementary volumes. A mesh example of a composite laminate
with cohesive elements is presented in Fig. 25.

Table 4 Data set for the proposed model and for T800S/M21e UD laminate

E11 165 GPa E22 7.64 GPa E33 7.64 GPa Ef 112 GPa XT 2.2 GPa XC 1.2 GPa

ν21 0.0162 ν31 0.0162 ν32 0.4 mi 10 YT 45 MPa YC 280 MPa

G12 5.61 GPa G23 2.75 GPa G13 5.61 GPa ZT 45 MPa ZC 0.7 GPa Sffc 0.5 GPa

S12 0.05 GPa S23 0.05 GPa S31 0.05 GPa Sfs 1.5 GPa ωmax 0.87 φ 10°

b a 

3D mesh of Hopkinson’s test (explicit) Stress-Strain behavior

Fig. 23 Experimental-numerical comparison of stress-strain behaviour for different strain rate, [±45]3S T800S/
M21e laminate





impact. The comparison of the methods will be made in term of their capacity to predict the
sample impact resistance. The advantages and disadvantages will be discussed when impacting
a lab sample as well as an aircraft fuselage.
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